We designed this guide, Preparing 21st Century Students for a Global Society: An Educator’s Guide to the “Four Cs,” to clarify this vision for classroom teachers and education support professionals. This guide includes ideas and resources that will help advance the “Four Cs” in classroom practices. These resources include practical techniques to integrate the “Four Cs” in the classroom setting; tools for developing better proficiency in technology; and methods to ensure that students are learning in a meaningful context. It also offers suggestions for you to encourage your department, school, and The Guitar Ensemble books provide the ideal supplement for class guitar instruction. Correlated by page to the Guitar Method, the score book includes three guitar parts in score form with optional piano, bass, drums plus an accompaniment recording as well as suggestions for the teacher. The ensemble student book includes. Language: en Pages: 48. 21st Century Guitar Ensemble 2. Authors: Sandy Feldstein, Aaron Stang. Categories: Music. Type: BOOK - Published: 1995-03 - Publisher: Alfred Music. Get Books. Teacher and student performance notes and a listening CD are included. “Classical Gas” is the most popular instrumental ever recorded. It was the first international hit recording. Language: en Pages: 28. Too many after-school programs offer group guitar classes that do nothing more than require parents purchase their children a guitar and leave them with a young, inexperienced teacher who does little more than baby-sit, while their children pluck away alone in a corner of the room without class structure or anything meaningful to play. This book offers a structured and results-driven solution. As a group and private teacher, I can tell you that students progress at different rates. The strongest student can play the most challenging of the parts, while the students who are lagging behind can accompany him/her and still feel like their contributing to a positive experience. Read more. 2 people found this helpful. Report abuse. dspring.